SECTION 09 65 13 (09675) – RESILIENT BASE

PART 1 – MATERIAL

ALL FLOORING MATERIAL IS TO BE OWNER SUPPLIED THROUGH “CI SELECT FLOORING SOLUTIONS”, FORMERLY THE ENVIRONMENTALISTS. ALL CONTRACTORS NEED ONLY INCLUDE LABOR IN THEIR BASE BID. ALL INSTALLATION ADHESIVES AND SUNDRIES ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN LABOR PRICE. OWNER/CI FLOORING SOLUTIONS WILL HAVE FLOORING MATERIALS SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO INSTALLER. DELIVERY OF MATERIALS TO JOBSITE IS RESPONSIBILITY OF INSTALLER.

MATERIAL QUANTITIES MUST BE VERIFIED AND CONFIRMED BY BOTH CI FLOORING SOLUTIONS AND SUCCESSFUL INSTALLER PRIOR TO ORDERING. ANY MATERIALS NECESSARY AFTER QUANTITY CONFIRMATION WILL BE RESPONSIBILITY OF INSTALLER UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPROVED SCOPE CHANGE.

CI FLOORING SOLUTIONS CONTACT: ELLEN ZUCKER 314-909-1990

PART 2 – DESIGN GUIDELEINES

Provide 4” high cove base at hard surface finishes and carpet. Straight base shall be used by exception only. Vinyl base shall be 1/8”, 4” high cove base complying with FS SS-W 40, Type II either continuous or in 4’ lengths. Vinyl base throughout the project scope shall be one color. Additional colors are on a per project basis, by exception only, and must be approved by the WUSM project manager.

PART 3 – INSTALLATION

No seams shall be allowed within 12” of corners. Exterior corners shall be integral with no molded corners. Interior corners shall be cut and coped. At the completion of the project, the flooring installer shall remove all remaining base materials and adhesives from the project site.

END OF SECTION